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FPR  Nil        Heyford Athletic 9 
6th December, 2020. 

A poor first half performance in which FPR, unusually, seemed to lack commitment and belief 
saw the Pirates trail by seven goals at the interval. Some home truths were discussed at half time 
and did appear to result in a much stronger showing after the break. 
 
It must be acknowledged that Heyford are a technically gifted and physically strong outfit, 
unfortunately they dished out a harsh lesson under wintry skies at The Lodge. 
 
Heyford started quickly and created two decent chances in the opening three minutes. This 
should have served as a warning and resulted in some more committed tackling; it did not and 
two quick goals did follow. 
 
On seven minutes a long throw was flicked on and caught out both Lewis and Thomas, the striker 
nipping in to neatly slip the ball past Caleb. Three minutes later the score was doubled when the 
striker rose unchallenged to powerfully head home a corner. 
 
In response both Lewis and Charlie saw shots comfortably saved. 
 
On 16 minutes the referee adjudged that George has fouled his opponent, it looked to all those 
watching as though the Heyford player had simply slipped. Almost inevitably the free kick 
resulted in a third goal, the ball being played back across the goalmouth where it was smashed 
home from close range. 
 
A fourth goal followed shortly afterwards when Heyford were again allowed to get a cross in 
where the striker was again left with space to head home with ease. 
 
Just before the half hour mark FPR found themselves five down. A corner saw a header cleared 
off the line, however, the clearance was returned with some fierce venom into the top corner. 
 
Sixth and seventh goals came just prior to the break; FPR simply couldn’t cope with the Heyford 
front-line. 
 
FPR produced some better attacking moments in the second half, Finn seeing a shot from 18 
yards saved, while Lewis combined well with George and Adam, before seeing his shot hit the 
side netting. 
 
Midway through the half a Heyford defender Was allowed to move forward unchallenged before 
curling a sweet shot into the top corner. 
 
Despite their best efforts FPR couldn’t breach Heyford’s defences and suffered the ignominy of a 
ninth goal when another corner was headed home. 
 
A disappointing afternoon which clearly sapped the energy of all associated with FPR. The match 
simply needs to be put to bed and focus switched to forthcoming fixtures; FPR are better than 
this result and performance suggests. 

 


